
a quiet place
A sense of calm reigns at a country retreat in 
Napa Valley, California, by Pfau Long Architecture
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Previous spread: Backdropped by the 
Mayacamas Mountains, an open firepit 
blazes on the central terrace of a Napa 
Valley, California, retreat by Pfau Long 
Architecture.

Top: In the living area, Rodolfo Dordoni 
sectional sofas gather round three 
sculptural cocktail tables by Belgian 
craftsman Kaspar Hamacher. Center: 
Parallel window walls with pivoting 
doors and barn-door-style sliding 
louvered screens frame both ends of 
the double-height entry hall. Bottom: 
In the open-plan kitchen, living, and 
dining areas, concrete forms the cus-
tom countertops, cast-in-situ fire place, 
and steel-troweled flooring. 

Opposite: The dining terrace at the 
southern end of the house is partly 
overhung by the master suite, which 
has a carved-out balcony.

Despite the endless flow of thirsty tourists to its fancy wineries 
and gentrified towns, California’s Napa Valley remains first and 
forever an agricultural region. That heritage is aptly honored by 
a new residential compound planted amid the vineyards and 
designed by Pfau Long Architecture. (Pfau Long’s recent merger 
with Perkins + Will brings its residential and other expertise to 
the latter firm’s San Francisco studio, where Peter Pfau is now 
design director. For the time being, the combined practice will 
continue to use both firm names.) As a second home for a client 
in the hyperkinetic tech industry, “the place needed to be a relief 
from over-stimulation,” Pfau reports. “So, we aimed to create a 
relaxing, still environment.”

A previous house had been removed, but the flat, 4.2-acre site 
was not a blank canvas. A quarter of it was wooded, with a mix of 
oaks, pines, redwoods, walnuts, and palms. The Pfau Long team 
collaborated with landscape architect Lutsko Associates on site 
planning. An access road bisecting the property was relocated to 
one side, creating a driveway that meanders through woods be-
fore turning into the motor court and revealing the main house all 
at once. “The arrival sequence peaks at the front door, with the 

view through the central vaulted entry space to the landscape and 
mountains beyond,” Pfau says.

Strikingly clad in Port Orford cedar, the house and its attendant 
guest cottage, pool house, pottery studio, and garage echo tradi-
tional agrarian structures. “Shapes with pitched roofs and wood 
siding are very evocative of rural buildings,” residential design 
director Melanie Turner says. “We treated the volumes as solids 
that we could carve away to make outdoor spaces and punch 
through to frame beautiful views.” A ladder was used to determine 
the ideal height for the house’s concrete plinth, so that even the 
ground-floor rooms enjoy vistas of the surrounding vineyards.

The design gains clarity from the simplicity of its materials pal-
ette—wood, dark gray metal, concrete—and archetypal forms. The 
gable-ended main house is essentially a long, two-story barn in-
tersected by smaller, similarly shaped volumes. Interiors defer to 
the architecture (and the views) with clean lines and muted hues. 
“We tried to let textures talk more than color, to express the mate-
rials,” Turner explains. “The client didn’t want something precious 
or polished.” Hence the extensive use of board-formed concrete—
in the plinth, lower staircase, and indoor and outdoor fireplaces—
and the beams and siding milled to show saw marks.  
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The result embodies the California flair for indoor-outdoor living, 
and for blurring boundaries between the two. The lofty entrance 
hall frames the east-west arrival axis with two-story window walls 
at each end. Both feature a broad, glass pivot door and louvered 
wood screens on barn-door tracks that slide completely out of the 
way or close to deflect sunlight while admitting views. “We got 
excited by the character of that transparent center,” Pfau says. 
“The light quality can be quite beautiful with the louvers filtering 
it and casting patterns.”

A long north-south corridor leads from the family room and two 
bedrooms at one end to living areas at the other; upstairs, a bridge 
across the entrance atrium links the master suite to a study, an 
exercise room, and a guest bedroom. Expansive glass sliders on 
opposite sides of the family room and the living area open to three 
adjacent terraces, creating an indoor/outdoor enfilade that runs 
the length of the house.

The abundant doors and a number of operable skylights allow 
for cross-ventilation, one of several eco-friendly elements. “We 
are in the business of making every building as green as we can,” 
Pfau notes. The louvered screens cut heat gain while the concrete 
plinth acts as a thermal mass, both reducing the load on the  

Top: A custom cast-concrete ping-pong table on the north terrace can also 
be used for outdoor dining. Bottom: All the compound’s buildings, including 
the small ceramics studio between the main and pool houses, are clad in 
Port Orford cedar, a species native to northwestern California.

Opposite: The pool house offers see-through views and cross-ventilation.
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hydronic heating and cooling system embedded in the floors. 
Further, the swimming pool has solar heating and the pool house 
pergola conceals cooling misters. And the landscape architect 
emphasized native and low-water plantings, including California 
live oaks, cork oaks, olive trees, meadow grasses, and a mix of 
ornamental grasses and hardy perennials that lend color year-
round. The latter are planted behind the house in alternating 
bands that reflect the vineyards’ rhythmic rows.

“It’s a low-maintenance, Mediterranean garden,” Lutsko project 
manager Andrea Kovol says. “But we also put in productive plant-
ings such as fruit trees and a sizable vegetable garden.” While no 
one will mistake this for a working farm, the scattered outbuild-
ings, which also include a pump house and a shed to store bikes 
and kayaks, fit the rural pattern. “The distribution of different 

structures on the site is space-making,” Pfau says. “They create 
zones and exist in dialogue with each other.” The result, Turner 
adds, is “many different spots to come together or find solitude.” 
In other words, it’s a soothing rural refuge from the hurly-burly of 
the urban circus to the south. 

PROJECT TEAM 

HELEN SCHNEIDER: PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE. LUTSKO ASSOCIATES: LANDSCAPING 

CONSULTANT. ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING DESIGN: LIGHTING CONSULTANT. PLEXIS 

MEDIA: AUDIOVISUAL CONSULTANT. GFDS ENGINEERS: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. 

ENGINEERING 350: MEP. DELTA CONSULTING & ENGINEERING: CIVIL ENGINEER. 

MAIDENSTONE: STONEWORK. GRASSI & ASSOCIATES: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

PRODUCT SOURCES

FROM FRONT MINOTTI: SOFA (LIVING AREA). THROUGH ALMOND & COMPANY: 

COFFEE TABLES. JADA: WINDOW WALL, PIVOT DOOR (ENTRY). BOCCI: CHANDELIER. 

OCHRE: CHANDELIER (DINING AREA). DORNBRACHT: SINK FITTINGS (KITCHEN), 

SHOWER FITTINGS (OPEN SHOWER). DANAO LIVING: CHAISE LONGUES (POOL AREA). 

RODA: DINING CHAIRS. B&B ITALIA: CHAIR (BEDROOM), SOFAS (POOL HOUSE). BIG 

ASS FANS: CEILING FAN (BEDROOM). THROUGHOUT LOEWEN: CUSTOM WINDOWS. 

FLEETWOOD: CUSTOM SLIDING DOORS. PHOENIX WOODWORKS: CABINETRY. 

Top: Sieger Design’s fittings equip the 
open shower serving the pool area. 
Center: An Antonio Citterio armchair 
occu pies a corner of the master 
bedroom. Bottom: The pool house’s 
steel-and-wood pergola offers built-in 
cooling misters.

Opposite: Patricia Urquiola sectional 
sofas flank the board-formed concrete 
fireplace in the pool house.
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